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The Best Business Management App Suite for KDCs
 

The first application suite of its kind, KOAMTACON is a data collection cloud suite designed specifically to be 
used with KDC Bluetooth barcode scanners and RFID readers to collect data in any situation.

Quick to Launch
By yourself or with KOAMTAC’s unparalleled support, your 
business can be up and running on KOAMTACON in as little 
as one hour. Just download the app from your favorite app 
store, enter your activation code, and go!

Simple to Maintain
Synchronize data with all app-enabled devices automatically. 
No extra steps required.

Easy to Use
Sign in, connect your scanner, and scan! Effortlessly collect, 
modify, verify, and report on data in any situation with just a 
few clicks. No need for thick manuals or long tutorial videos, 
KOAMTACON is easy as 1-2-3!

In the Cloud
Wherever you go, KOAMTACON can go with you. And with 
the power of the cloud, updates are done in real time. 

Compatible with Any Device
Whether you’re an Android, Apple, or Windows user, 
KOAMTACON will work for you.

Data Management 
Suite (DMS)
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Delivery
Manage every aspect of deliveries from customer information to status updates. All delivery information links with 
master data in the cloud and can be managed from a main dashboard for assignments. Photos are easy to add to all 
deliveries whether delivery was successful or not and integration with Google Maps ensures the best route is easy to 
find. 

Field Service
Maintain detailed work logs complete with location, time, and additional notes.  Integration with Google Maps 

ensures every location will be easy to find and eliminates the frustration of moving from app to app. Report data on 
all work done in the field can be sent with just a few clicks - eliminating the need for a return to a centralized location.

Inventory
Solve inventory management problems and manage incoming, outgoing, and sitting stock. The simple system ensures 
even the newest employee can input new products and accurately count the current stock. Easy reporting can be done 
at any time to check progress and ensure inventory is right on track.

Purchase Order
Set up automatic orders to replenish constantly revolving stock while maintaining the ability to manually create a 

purchase order for any vendor. Combined with the power of a KDC there is no need to return to your desk to finish 
orders. Integration with any inventory system guarantees you have product when you need it.

Rental
Supporting rentals from initial sign-up through return and every step in between. Manage all of your products, the rental 
term, and customer information directly in the app. Exporting a high-level PDF report is easy directly through the app, 
eliminating the need for returns to your desk to do paperwork.

Retail
Answer any customer product inquiry with a quick scan or search. Create orders and check the cloud-managed

inventory directly from your store floor.  Complete orders for customers without directing them to a 
computer or customer service area. 

Ticket Validation
Check tickets with a quick scan against all master data in the cloud. Manage several events from one central hub and 
allow validation right away. Run a quick report to track number of tickets validated and remaining for your event at any 
time directly from the app. 

Treasure Hunter
Identify when a product is at a great price so you can act fast. If you are a Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) or  

Merchant Fulfillment Network (MFN) seller, the Treasure Hunter app helps you earn money by selecting  
only the best items for your inventory and ensuring you make the most money in as little time as possible.
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Dashboard
Manage all master data and maintain user registrations all in one spot. 
Whether you utilize one or all seven applications, you can control them all 
from one web app.
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